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Why Trans-disciplinarity?
Simon Schaffer, ‘How Disciplines Look’ (2013):
• Regular “proclamations of the imminence and desirability of
interdisciplinary inquiry” since at least the 1920s
• May 1968 in Paris - demands of protesting students for dismantling of
old disciplinary boundaries in favour of new interdisciplinary studies.
• Most of our contemporary disciplines are former inter-disciplines which
have successfully forgotten or covered over their own origins.
ARC “Statement of Support for Interdisciplinary Research”.
Some reasons:
• It’s the only way to understand complex natural and social histories.
• Opens up questions that can’t be tackled from individual disciplines
• We do it, but we don’t talk about it

Multi- / Pluri- / Inter- / Trans-? A trajectory of virtue…
Classification after Manfred Max-Neef (2005):
• Disciplinarity – specialisation in (imagined) isolation (“pure maths”)
• Multidisciplinarity – separate disciplinary lines of research, combined in reporting but
without synthesis – empirical, horizontal organisation
• Pluridisciplinarity / Cross-disciplinarity – cooperation between disciplines but
without coordination (usually between compatible disciplines, e.g. anthropology and
linguistics)
• Interdisciplinarity – definition of common, higher-order “pragmatic” purpose – a
common intellectual goal that demands collaboration
• Transdisciplinarity – coordinates cooperation amongst disciplinary specialisations to
tackle collective, higher-order questions

From Disciplinarity to Interdisciplinarity
Max-Neef, Manfred A. 2005. ‘Foundations of transdisciplinarity.’ Ecological Economics 53: 5-16.
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Max-Neef, Manfred A. 2005. ‘Foundations of transdisciplinarity.’ Ecological Economics 53: 5-16.

A Brief History of Interdisciplinarity at
the Research School of Pacific Studies
• Original mandate to focus on “the island territories which
Australia controls… and the wider field of Pacific colonial
territories… and the Asiatic countries including China,
Japan, India and South-East Asia, particularly insofar as
developments in them affect Australia and the Pacific
Island territories”
• Original disciplines proposed: “Anthropology,
Demography, Economics, Geography, History and Political
Science” with “some linguistic research to facilitate
investigation in all these disciplines”
• Prehistory and Linguistics added as distinct departments
in 1960s.
• Classic Area Studies model – multi-disciplinary but highly
empirical, not given to theorising the nature of interdisciplinary collaboration, sometimes unaware of
disciplinary and cross-disciplinary developments
elsewhere.

Raymond Firth (1951):
• ‘the energies of the research workers may go into projects so individual and
unrelated that no advantage is derived from the presence of these people
together under one roof’.
• ‘recommended collaborative research on a common set of problems on which
different disciplines might work together’
Donald Denoon:
• Pacific History department’s strengths were its empiricism and positivism, but
‘interdisciplinary relations [were] cordial rather than creative’ (1996:206)
Emergence of cross-disciplinary projects:
• Resource Management in Asia-Pacific (RMAP)
• State Society and Governance in Melanesia (SSGM, now DPA)
Brij Lal:
• these were ‘exceptions rather than the rule’ (2006:5)

Overview of Cross-disciplinary Projects on Region’s Past at RSPAS
Not covering:
• publications that didn’t involve some kind of face-to-face meeting of contributors (e.g.
Attenborough and Alpers’ Human Biology in Papua New Guinea, 1992)
• “heroic polymaths / synthesizers” (Peter Bellwood, Jared Diamond, Yuval Noah
Harari etc).
Acknowledging important non-ANU projects in this field:
•
•
•
•

Kirk and Szathmary’s Out of Asia: peopling the Americas and the Pacific (1985)
Kirch and Green’s Hawaiki (2001)
Friedlaender’s Genes, Language and Culture History in the Southwest Pacific (2007)
Enfield’s Dynamics of Human Diversity (2011)

Donald Walker’s 1971 Torres Strait Symposium
(published in 1972 as Bridge and Barrier)
•
•

•

‘to assemble the facts relevant to the supposed
significance of Torres Strait as a biological and
ethnic frontier’ (p.vii)
contributions from geographers, climatologists,
ecologists, biologists, as well as an
anthropologist, a linguist, a human biologist and
an archaeologist
Walker argues for the importance of broader
overarching histories ‘however qualitatively they
have to be determined’, to make sense of the
movements, distributions and trajectories of
plants, animals and people across the Torres
Strait (p.405).

Robert Kirk and Alan Thorne’s 1974 symposium on the biological origins of
Australian Aboriginals (published as The Origins of the Australians, 1976)
•

•

identified cross-disciplinary challenges, such as the relative value of evidence from
different disciplines, the relative importance of different processes such as migration,
drift and selection, and the social and environmental factors influencing the processes
that govern gene flow
briefly reflected on the scope for translating findings between genetics, linguistics and
anthropology.

Archaeologists Jim Allen, Jack Golson and Rhys Jones convened a 1975
symposium (published as Sunda and Sahul, 1977):
• extended coverage from Sahul to include the Sunda shelf and
Southeast Asia
• ‘Although the bulk of [participants] would label themselves
archaeologists, we [i.e. the archaeologists] have come to recognise in
this part of the world, with its own particular problems, the need to cooperate with ecologists, geographers, anthropologists, geologists and
zoologists, just to mention a few of the related disciplines’
• more than half of the contributions to the volumes were by
archaeologists.
Common features of early collaborative projects:
a) driven substantially by a single discipline:
• ecology for Bridge and Barrier
• human biology for Origins of the Australians
• archaeology for Sunda and Sahul
b) other disciplines recruited as “handmaidens” to round out the narrative.

The Comparative Austronesian Project (1989-1991)
• Driven largely by anthropology and comparative method, but explicitly conceived
as a long-term interdisciplinary project.
• ‘The Project was conceived of as broadly interdisciplinary. It endeavoured to
involve archaeologists, linguists, anthropologists and historians in this common
discussion of related comparative concerns’.
• Embraced full extent of Austronesian-speaking region.
• Highly influential, particularly in anthropology and linguistics.
http://asiapacific.anu.edu.au/news-events/podcasts/anthropology60-where-comparative-austronesian-studies#.XMJtQP57k2x

Papuan Pasts (Pawley, Attenborough, Golson, Hide)
• Major symposium at the ANU in 2000
• 2005 publication: ‘28 chapters by scholars representing all the major
disciplines concerned with the deep history of Near Oceania’
• Four disciplinary sections: linguistics, archaeology, “environment”
(physical and human geography, anthropology), human biology.
• Ten consciously interdisciplinary questions, eight of which focused on
three (pragmatic) themes:
o origins of linguistic and cultural diversity of the Sepik-Ramu and
northern New Guinea regions
o relationships (linguistic, biological, historical) between AN and
NAN-speaking communities
o origins and expansion of the Trans-New Guinea language family
• Two further questions:
o role of lexical reconstructions and comparative ethnography in
modelling “early TNG culture and society”
o possible analogies between contemporary hunter/horticulturalist
communities and pre-agricultural society in New Guinea
• No concluding synthesis  Ballard, “Synthetic Histories: possible
futures for Papuan pasts” (2010)

Some Lessons Learnt
• Excellence of research and significance of results.
• But little evidence for thought given to the mechanics of inter-disciplinary research
(conception of questions, execution of projects, or form of publication).
• Progression over time from throwing different disciplines together in a symposium
setting and then publishing the result, towards setting out cross-disciplinary questions
– and then throwing different disciplines together in a symposium setting.
• Good multidisciplinary work, but no explicit statement (in print) of thinking behind
collaborations, or discussion of the calibration of different methodologies.
• Few examples of sustained inter-disciplinary field research.
• Individual disciplinary “champions” tended to dominate agendas and publications.
• “Handmaidening” of other perspectives and methods.
• Absences:
o Missed opportunities to rethink the nature and value of more profound forms of
collaboration.
o History (documentary and oral) as a notable disciplinary absence in almost every
project.
o Source / Indigenous communities, and their agendas, interests and knowledge,
also missing.

McConvell, Evans, et al. and the ARC Centre of Excellence for the
Dynamics of Language (CoEDL)
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

ARCLING conference at Northern Territory University, Darwin in 1991, published
in 1997 as Archaeology and Linguistics:
‘questions in prehistory that cannot receive a satisfactory answer from any one
discipline working alone’
Identified oral tradition, archaeology, linguistics, genetics and anthropology as
essential sources of evidence – but no oral traditions or palaeo-ecology
Thematic sections in book: “Perspectives from Afar”, “Culture Contact”, “Areal
Study and the Australian East Coast”, “The Pama-Nyungan Enigma”.
Questions of process: ‘general models of how kinship, marriage and social
classification systems interact and combine, to assist in making inferences
about how such events occurred in the past’; goal of ‘better social theory… [that
generates] testable hypotheses about social and cultural developments’
Questions for all disciplines:
o why the linguistic pictures in the two Sahulian hemi-continents of New
Guinea and Australia should be in such stark contrast to each other
o accounting for the Pama-Nyungan expansion
o accounting for the apparent unity of Australian languages
‘Shock’ at ignorance of other disciplines…
2017 intensive course on “Australia’s Deep Past” (ancient environments now
included, but still no oral traditions)

Ann McGrath’s ARC Laureate project: “Rediscovering the
Deep Human Past: global networks, future opportunities”
(RDHP), since 2017
• Placing ‘Australia's epic Indigenous narratives alongside
relevant new scientific evidence in order to create a big picture
history of Greater Australia/Sahul’
• Enlarging ‘the scale and scope of history [with] fresh
periodisations and understandings [that] will reorient this history
in its wider global context’, and developing ‘future-oriented
transdisciplinary techniques for researching the deep human
past’.
• Laura Rademaker, “Why historians need linguists (and linguists
need historians)”: case for closer collaboration not just between
historians and linguists, but also between researchers and
Indigenous communities
• Cross-disciplinary deep history collaboration led by Australianist
historians from CASS – and not (generally) by historians of Asia
or the Pacific from CAP.

ARC Centre of Excellence of Australian Biodiversity and
Heritage (CABAH) since 2017
• Focus on the “deep time” aspect of deep history, addressing both
biodiversity and cultural heritage
• ‘equipping a new generation of researchers with the range of skills
needed to traverse the interface between science, technology,
engineering and mathematics (STEM) and humanities disciplines,
such as archaeology’.

Deep History
• As a possible rubric for the transdisciplinary research proposed here… but what kind of
Deep History?
• No firm consensus around the definition or use of the term
• Developed initially not in history but in the revival of discussion around the “sacred
bundle” of the four subfields of anthropology (social/cultural anthropology, archaeology,
biological anthropology, linguistic anthropology); Segal and Yanagisako eds Unwrapping
the Sacred Bundle, 2005; Parkin and Ulijaszek eds Holistic Anthropology, 2007)
• Focus on the ‘prehistoric genealogies of culture’ or the ‘deep history of kinship systems
(Jones 2003)
• A holistic extension of human history to encompass the full period of hominin existence.
o A human- or hominin-centred version of David Christian’s “Big History” (Maps of
Time, 2004)?
• Breaking down the history / prehistory distinction
o Goal of identifying ‘projects that invite participation from anthropological,
archaeological, and historical inquiry’ (Gamble 2014:160)
o Appreciating continuities (and re-conceiving ruptures) from the “deep” to “shallow”
past (Gamble 2013)

Google Books Ngram for “Deep History”, 1950‐2008
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Shryock and Smail, Deep History (2011)

Largely referring to profound / hidden (and essentially recent) histories

Andrew Shryock and Daniel Lord Smail, Deep History: the
architecture of past and present (2011)
Completes the deconstruction of disciplinary siloes by:
• insisting on thematic chapters (Body, Language, Food, Deep
Kinship etc) that address the full span of human history, and
• inviting multi-disciplinary teams of authors (11 in total: 3 historians,
3 archaeologists, 2 cultural anthropologists, a linguist, a
primatologist, and a geneticist) to work together on each chapter
Sets out to provide ‘a set of tools – patterns, frames, metaphors – for
the telling of deep histories’ (2011:xi)
How do patterns, frames and metaphors change or stay the same as
the scales of analysis shift from the local to the global, from shallow
to deep time?
Questions of scale – and the way it is treated in different disciplines
(or not problematized at all) as a key challenge – see the American
Historical Review forum (2013) by Ann McGrath et al.

• How do we write histories in the absence of conventional forms of documentation? ‘A deep
history considers all traces that are relevant to the writing of history’ (2008:66).
• The “deep” in this understanding of Deep History is simultaneously:
o the deep temporal sweep of history from the first hominins through to the present (so, not
just the deep past),
o the deep legacies of hominid evolution and neurohistory,
o the deep logics of “kinshipping” (as both the practice and imagination of kin connections
in time and space),
o the deep integration of different disciplinary perspectives.
• The “history” of Deep History is history interpreted generously
o a narrative composed collaboratively by all of the human-oriented disciplines with a stake
in temporal process and analysis
o disciplinary history’s emphasis on narrative as method is also one of its particular
contributions to the collaboration
• Problems:
o Lack of attention to the role of Indigenous / source communities (including their own
forms of history, oral traditions etc.) – with the notable exception of Ann McGrath’s
Laureate project
o Declared interest in narrative and metaphor not matched by critical treatment
o No focus yet on the central importance of analogy in reconstruction
o Lots on writing, but little advice on how to research Deep History

Multi‐disciplinary Field Research on the Deep History of Oceania – new players
Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History, Jena
• Russell Gray (Linguistic and Cultural Evolution), Nicole
Boivin (Archaeology), Johannes Krause
(Archaeogenetics)
• Genetics, archaeology, linguistics, anthropology
• Fieldwork in Vanuatu (and elsewhere in the world)

French Prehistoric Project in Papua New Guinea / Mission
Préhistorique française en Papouasie Nouvelle-Guinée, Toulouse
• Francois-Xavier Ricaut, Matthew Leavesley et al
• Funded by French Ministry for Foreign Affairs
• Archaeology and genetics in PNG
• Fieldwork in Awim, Motupore etc

“Deep Histories in Oceania” CHL / MPI-SHH Workshop, 8-10 July 2019
Thematic sessions:
• Units of analysis -- languages, cultures, genes, narratives, pollen sequences, etc.
• Processes -- of the genesis, transformation, expansion, contraction, incorporation and
extinction of cultures, populations, languages or polities
• Scales -- from the micro-scale of field observations to the macro-scale of cultural
evolution, and the challenges of “scale effects” as we translate between scales
• Forms of calibration -- measurement and comparison across disciplines of time, space
and significance
Goals
o generate questions that present testable propositions
o develop transdisciplinary methodologies
o identify concrete projects in which to put these ideas into practice

Kuwae 1452 CE
volcanic eruptions and trans‐disciplinary research

• Stuart Bedford (Archaeology, CHL / MPI‐SHH)
• Chris Ballard (History, CHL)
• Shane Cronin (Volcanology, Auckland)

Argument
• Challenge of finding and definitively dating pre‐documentary events that
have significantly structured transformative processes in language,
political structure and other critical elements of Melanesian lifeways.
• Kuwae volcanic eruption as a project with the potential to provide this
kind of access for a point in the middle of the 15th century with
implications for local, regional and potentially even global history.
• Confirming this event, and then realising its full potential, requires
collaborative work across a wide range of HASS and STEM disciplines

A Trans‐disciplinary Approach
• How to integrate archaeology, volcanology, seismology, palaeo‐ecology, oral
and documentary history, linguistics and disaster risk reduction?
• Superficial processes of borrowing across disciplines in the past have
generated their own problems.
• Trans‐disciplinary research, in which both questions and answers are
conceived and determined through a dialogic process between disciplines.
• “a joined‐up world needs joined‐up knowledge and practice” (Bhaskar &
Parker 2010)

Kuwae, Vanuatu, 1452 CE

Tongoa (and Tongariki and Buninga)

Monuments and Memory on Tongoa

Discovery of Kuwae through local stories
• colonisation of Kuwae
• eruption [Lizard in the Volcano]
• recolonisation
Investigations by:
• Jean Guiart (anthropology)
• Jose Garanger (archaeology)
• ORSTOM – Monzier, Eissen, Robin
(geology)
Seeming confirmation of oral traditions but
also dating confusion (Garanger)

The Flight from
Kuwae, 1452 CE

Emae

Makura

Mataso and the Shepherd Islands

Epi

Tongariki
Tongoa

Recolonisation of Tongoa, Tongariki and
Buninga by:
• first, Namakura speakers
• then, Nakanamanga speakers

Jose Garanger
•
•

excavation of the grave of Matanauretonga (Ti Tongoa) on Tongoa
dated to ca. 1475 +/‐85 uncalib AD

ORSTOM Geologists (1990s)
• Michel Monzier, Jean‐Philippe
Eissen and Claude Robin
• Circularity of confirmation –
1425 becomes 1452
• An eruption in search of a
volcano?

Regional Effects
‐ a tsunami from Kuwae in 1452 CE?

Regional perturbations in
the central Pacific during
the 15th Century
– the end of long‐distance
voyaging?

Kuwae

Global Effects of Kuwae
Kuwae Signals in 10 Antarctic Ice Cores
Blue = Sulphate Flux (SF)
Red = Electrical Conductivity Measurement (ECM)
Source: Gao et al. 2006

Krakatoa

Ten Largest Volcanic Sulphate Events of Past 2000 Years

Claims for the Global Impact of Kuwae:
• 1453 CE – coldest of last 900 years
• Lowered earth temperatures by 1 degree Celsius
or more for significant period (Sigl et al 20157)
• Initiated the Little Ice Age (LIA I), from ~1450‐
1530 CE (Kinnard et al 2011)
• Abandonment of Postclassic Mayan civilisation
due to devastating drought (Gill 2000)
• Exceptional cold temperatures, epidemics and
famine in China (Atwell 2001)
• Summer snow, famine and epidemics across
Eastern Europe (Kužić 2012)
• Plague? Giant gerbils in Kazakhstan…
• The fall of Constantinople in 1453 CE (Pang 1993).
Fall of Constantinople, 1453

Patrick Boucheron, College de France
"1452, eruption of Kuwae" thus presents itself as a serious candidate
as the most significant date in the history of the world in the 15th
century. Much more in any case than the taking of Constantinople the
following year, though academically celebrated, as the end of the
Middle Ages in Western Europe. Through its immediate and global
consequences, it expresses perfectly the idea of our world today: a
common destiny and danger for all human beings living on Earth, born
of the interdependence of societies that are distant but connected.
Introduction, Histoire du Monde au XVe siècle, p.11

Kuwae Project – Phase 1: Local signatures
• Establish the date of the major Kuwae eruption
• Determine the scale of the eruption
• Reconstruct the physical and social landscapes of Kuwae prior to the
eruption
• Document the re‐colonisation of the remnant islands
• Contribute to disaster risk reduction strategies
Kuwae Project – Phase 2: Regional signatures
Kuwae Project – Phase 3: Global signatures

Some Provisional Precepts…
(drawing on Gabriele Bammer’s 2019 Synapse seminar; Hamilton et al. 2009, and others)
• Disciplinary composition
o No single discipline is ideally situated to take a lead or dominate research agendas
o Balance amongst disciplines and between academic and Indigenous concerns is essential
• Team composition and incorporation
o Select appropriate people with strong disciplinary expertise relevant to goals
o Early planning and participation of team members
• Project goals
o Clear definition of common goals (and boundaries) for the project, and of anticipated outputs
and impacts
o Identification of problems which are testable and to which all partner disciplines can
contribute and from which they may benefit
o Make allowance for extended length (and cost) of project

• Research collaboration
o Recursive cycle required between disciplinary integrity and calibration or integration in
research (what do different lines of research tell us independently, and what else do they
say once integrated?)
o Self-awareness of strengths and weaknesses and willingness to communicate these to
partners
o Collaboration in actual process of research, where feasible
o Collaboration in the production and synthesis of results, allowing for clear articulation of
dissent and difference as the basis for generating further questions
• Indigenous / source collaboration
o Incorporation of vernacular pedagogies, modes of transmission, protocols, concerns and
questions
o Inclusion of oral traditions and ethnographic analogy as key research themes
• Communication
o Regular updates within team and communication of interim results
o Preference for vocabulary and forms of expression that communicate results effectively to
all disciplines and stakeholders (even if the process of arriving at those results requires a
specialist vocabulary and communicative style)
o Repatriation of results as an integral component of research

